
Sean Bloom profiled in new article on Review-
Journal

Sean Bloom

Las Vegas businessman and investor

Sean Bloom was just spotlighted in an

article published in the Las Vegas Review-

Journal.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, UNITED STATES,

May 15, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

The Review Journal recently published

a profile on Sean Bloom, a 21-year-old

entrepreneur based in Las Vegas,

Nevada. 

The article, titled "Meet Sean Bloom: A

Young Las Vegas Tycoon," provides an overview of Bloom's career in real estate and artificial

intelligence, highlighting his business achievements and estimated net worth of $80 million. 

The piece also examines Bloom's significant social media presence, with a following that exceeds

5 million.

The profile article in the Review-Journal details Bloom's journey, including his Las Vegas

upbringing and the influence of his father, Jay Bloom. The article discusses how these factors

have shaped his business approach and philosophy. It further explores Bloom's strategies in risk

assessment and innovation within his ventures.

The profile aims to offer insights into Bloom's personal and professional life, emphasizing his

individual contributions to his success while acknowledging his family background. The full

article can be accessed through the Review Journal's website.

For additional updates, visit the official website of Sean Bloom, seanbloom.com
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